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Community!
I like to share and learn with you

@bwalkerq

benjamin.q.walker@gmail.com



What does it look, feel, and sound like for 
students to “be accountable” in the math class?

LOOK: WRITING DOWN MATHEMATICAL IDEAS
FEELS: PROGRESS, COMFORT
SOUND: USE MATH LANGUAGE TO EXPLAIN REASONING
ASKING QUESTIONS OF EACH OTHER AND THE TEACHER



What does it look, feel, and sound like for 
students to “be accountable” in the math class?

■ Work most of the time, come prepared
■ Uphold and enact classroom norms
■ Self reflect, and work on growth areas
■ Face challenges courageously
■ Initiate the pursuit of deep mathematical 

understanding 
■ Celebrate successes and recognize contributions 

to our learning



Accountability?  What’s that?1



“
NCTM Process Standard: Problem Solving

● Build new mathematical knowledge through problem 
solving

● Solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other 
contexts

● Apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve 
problems

● Monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical 
problem solving



“
Communication 

● Organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking 
through communication 

● Communicate their mathematical thinking coherently 
and clearly to peers, teachers, and others

● Analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and 
strategies of others;

● Use the language of mathematics to express mathematical 
ideas precisely. 



map.mathshell.org



Culture of Accountability Starts with Culture2



How to build Culture?

Turkey Baster Not a fire hydrant



A Tool to Build Accountability:
Student Facilitated Discourse

3



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mrr2Yx8XZLcGnPOKnZOKkTgbHvn_6XQg8A/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mrr2Yx8XZLcGnPOKnZOKkTgbHvn_6XQg8A/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gzcevrPQpa8a6LcfQFYlQ7h9THm6IZQfzg/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1gzcevrPQpa8a6LcfQFYlQ7h9THm6IZQfzg/preview


Deliberate Practice: Reflection and Goal Setting 
with Student-Facilitated Discourse4



Reflect on performance 
each day as a class

Deliberate Practice: Reflection and Goal Setting

Reflect on performance 
each day as a participant



Discourse Participant Self Assessment

Did I…
1.  Come prepared for today’s class? -Y/N
2.  Reference and/or add to your notes? 
-Y/N
3.  Listen closely to your group members’ 
comments? -Y/N
4.  Respond to my peer’s ideas? -Y/N
5.  Ask clarifying questions? -Y/N
6.  Use a definition or theorem to support 
your claim? -Y/N

7.  Self-moderate your contribution:
a.  Get involved in the discussion? -Y/N
b.  Give yourself a “time-out” to encourage 
others to speak? -Y/N

8.  Support a teammate in need:
a.  Ask a guiding question? -Y/N
b.  Be their calculating device? -Y/N
c.   Be their reference librarian? -Y/N

9.  Extend the discourse:
a.  Ask a “what if” question? -Y/N
b.  Discuss a common error? -Y/N
c.   Compare and contrast different solution 
methods? -Y/N





Questions to Guide Discourse and Identify Growth Areas

Accountability to the Content

Did everyone come to class with thorough work / ideas?
Would everyone pass a quiz over the topics discussed 
today?
Did we loop back to people with questions?
Did we make mistakes that we've made before?



Questions to Guide Discourse and Identify Growth Areas

Accountability to the Discussion
Did we use Accountable Talk stems?
Did we have good distribution of airtime?
How was our VOCAB? Did we specify rather than use “floating its?”
Did we ask a sufficient number of questions to dive deeper into the 
material?
Did we cold-call to make sure everyone stayed on their toes?
How frequently did Mr. Walker interject? 



Questions to Guide Discourse and Identify Growth Areas

Accountability to our Class Culture
Did we succeed in Learning, Not Performing?  Left the ego at the door?

How engaged was everyone?  How did we know?  (taking notes, contributing, etc.)

Was there a palpable sense of urgency? (quick pace, finishing enough questions, etc.)

Was there a palpable sense of awesomeness?  Did we crush?

Typical Debrief:
1.       Write one thing that we did that was awesome.

2.      Write one area of growth that we need to improve on next time.

3.      Write a shout out to someone in particular who made meaningful growth since 
our last discourse. Be specific.  When you’re done, give it to them.



Student-created Improvements/Action Items

■ Ask more clarifying 
questions

■ Be quicker to challenge
■ More dispersion of 

people talking!
■ Push the pace, don’t be 

redundant

■ Use summary as a tool 
to check agreement/ 
understanding

■ Facilitator keep in 
mind airtime of others, 
manage

Teacher-created goals for student engagement

When the whole class shares the same goals - 
that’s accountability to the community.



Coaching Student-Leaders

Pro tips for you, the Student-Leader:
1. You're a facilitator: (i) you may call on people (volunteers or not) 
(ii) you may ask clarifying questions (iii) you may decide when/if 
the class needs time to check-in with their groups. 
2. Feel free to select anyone to contribute. You're calling on people 
to see what they know or what they need help with. As such, they 
should either answer your question or ask a clarifying question 
without too much lag time. Do not let them stop at "I don't know", 
etc.





Fostering a Culture of Accountability

1. Build culture each day, in small amounts
2. Build class routines that foster the pursuit of 

shared goals (for me, Student-Led Discourse)
3. Build mechanisms to strategically meet 

students needs and harness assets (for me, Peer 
tutoring



Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at

■ @bwalkerq
■ benjamin.q.walker@gmail.com
■ 314.313.1010
■ Chicago

mailto:benjamin.q.walker@gmail.com
mailto:benjamin.q.walker@gmail.com

